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Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American 
Revolution is a history book by Simon Schama.[1][2][3] It was the 
2006 National Book Critics Circle Award winner for general 
nonfiction.[4] A 2007 "drama documentary" was based on it.[5]
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This item: Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution by Simon
Schama Hardcover $13.89 Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by CareSeller and â€¦
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Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American ...
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/21070.Rough_Crossings
Start by marking â€œRough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American
Revolutionâ€� as Want to Read:

Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American ...
www.amazon.com › Books › History › Americas
Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution [Simon Schama]
on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Rough Crossings is the
astonishing story of the struggle to freedom by thousands of African-American slaves
who fled the plantations to fight behind British lines in the American War of
Independence.

'Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American ...
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/04/books/review/04staples.html
Jun 04, 2006 · Simon Schama's "Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American
Revolution" picks up where Dr. Johnson left off. It offers a stirringly ambitious â€¦

Videos of rough crossings britain the slaves and the
american â€¦
bing.com/videos

See more videos of rough crossings britain the slaves and the american revolution

Rough Crossings: The Slaves, the British, and the
American ...
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/rough-crossings-simon-schama/...
Schama's subject is not quite so lighthearted. Studying the lives of slaves and ex-slaves
around the time of the American Revolution, Schama finds brutality, horror and the ever-
present threat of a return to slavery, leading many blacks to embrace the British cause
and the hope of freedom.

Rough Crossings - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rough_Crossings:_Britain,_the_Slaves...
Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution is a history book by
Simon Schama. It was the 2006 National Book Critics Circle Award winner for general
nonfiction. A 2007 "drama documentary" was based on it.

Synopsis · Reception · Adaptations

Rough Crossings Britain the Slaves & the American
Revolution
www.powells.com/book/rough-crossings-britain-the-slaves-the...
Many American rebel leaders were slave owners. To hit them where it most hurt, Britain
proclaimed freedom for all slaves of rebel masters who could make their way to British-
controlled territory. Slaves deserted their horrified owners by the tens of thousands.

'Rough Crossings': Slaves and the Revolution : NPR
https://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=5361103
'Rough Crossings': Slaves and the Revolution Historian Simon Schama talks about his
most recent book, Rough Crossings. In it, Schama tells the story of slaves during the
American Revolution. Thousands of slaves fled plantations to join forces with the British.

Rough Crossings Britain The Slaves And American â€¦
copanestlepurelife.com/online/rough-crossings-britain-the-slaves...
Document Readers Online 2018 Rough Crossings Britain The Slaves And American
Revolution Simon Schama Rough Crossings Britain The Slaves And American
Revolution Simon Schama - In this site is not the same

Review: Rough Crossings by Simon Schama - The
Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2005/sep/03/featuresreviews...
Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution by Simon Schama
384pp, BBC Books, £20. Slavery has caught the public attention - at last. This past
month alone three major BBC films have offered three hours' viewing into the squalid
corners of the world of Atlantic slavery.
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corners of the world of Atlantic slavery.

Rough Crossings Britain Slaves American Revolution, â€¦
https://www.c-span.org/video/?193232-1/rough-crossings-britain...
Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution Simon Schama talked
about his book Rough Crossings: Britain, the Slaves and the American Revolution, â€¦
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